Memorandum 2017-9

Relationship Between Mediation Confidentiality and Attorney Malpractice and Other Misconduct (Public Comment)

Since the Commission’s most recent meeting, it has received a new communication from mediator Lee Jay Berman, which the staff plans to present in a supplement to Memorandum 2016-59 (Possible Additional Reforms to Include in the Tentative Recommendation). The Commission has also received a new letter from Loretta Van Der Pol and J. Felix De La Torre on behalf of the Public Employment Relations Board, which the staff plans to present in Memorandum 2017-8 (Further Work on Draft Tentative Recommendation).

The staff also received an email message in December reporting that 100 more people had recently signed the online petition by Citizens Against Legalized Malpractice. Currently, the total number of signatories is about 820.

Some of those signatories submitted supplemental comments that we have not previously reproduced for the Commission, either because they did not yet exist or because they were not accessible to the staff until Change.org recently revised its website. Those supplemental comments are attached for the Commission to consider.

As before, the supplemental comments come from California, many other states, and a few foreign countries. Many of the commenters describe a frustrating court experience or express deep concern about the judicial system in

---

1. Any California Law Revision Commission document referred to in this memorandum can be obtained from the Commission. Recent materials can be downloaded from the Commission’s website (www.clrc.ca.gov). Other materials can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s staff, through the website or otherwise.

The Commission welcomes written comments at any time during its study process. Any comments received will be a part of the public record and may be considered at a public meeting. However, comments that are received less than five business days prior to a Commission meeting may be presented without staff analysis.


3. The staff has redacted a few names and other identifying information, because that information is unnecessary for the Commission’s purposes and it is possible that someone might consider the unredacted statements defamatory or otherwise problematic.

4. See, e.g., Exhibit pp. 5 (comments of Cassandra Todd), 6 (comments of Tara Cole), 12 (comments of Maria G).
their area. Others voice great distrust of attorneys or stress that it is important to hold attorneys accountable for their actions.

Only a few of the supplemental comments mention mediation or focus in any detail on the topic of this study: the relationship under current law between mediation confidentiality and attorney malpractice and other misconduct. Examples include the following:

- Sara Hoffman says: “For many, going into mediation with a bully is futile.”
- Jenny James says: “There is much corruption and lying in settlement/mediation conferences.”
- Angela Spanos says: “The Cassel decision completely bars Californians from successfully suing their attorney for malpractice committed during the course of a mediation regardless whether the attorney lied to his client, convinced the client to settle by misrepresenting the truth or even defrauded his client.” She elaborates at length on why the Cassel approach should “be made into BAD LAW.”
- Deanne Upson says: “the Cassel case leads to an absurd result — one that allows lawyers to be sloppy, negligent and incompetent without cost to them, and even worse, to cheat their clients with impunity.’’

As yet, the Commission has not received any other new input relating to this study. If additional comments arrive before the upcoming meeting, the staff will present them in a supplement to this memorandum.

Respectfully submitted,

Barbara Gaal
Chief Deputy Counsel

5. See, e.g., Exhibit pp. 3 (Jerry Bierens’ comment that “It’s time for a total review all our justice systems, not just in California, but the whole country”), 14 (Aleah Holland’s statement that “Our legal system is under the control of satan”), 19 (John McGrath’s comment that “American Citizen’s need to wake up to the fact that Lawyer’s & Judges are directly responsible for every single injustice, income inequality, & the destruction of Democracy because they have no oversight, no checks & balances, & basically operate as an Organized Crime Syndicate”).
6. See, e.g., Exhibit pp. 3 (Becky Blanton’s comment that “Lawyers are generally crooks in suits”), 22 (Dana Parfitt’s comment that “Attorneys suck”), 24 (Laura Robitschek’s comment that “I work in the legal field and they are all rats”).
7. See, e.g., Exhibit pp. 1 (James Alvarez’s comment that “Those whom the people place their trust in, must be held accountable”), 3 (Joy Bautista’s comment that “Professionals should be held accountable for their mistakes”), 20 (Kat Monaghan’s comment that “This is a ‘no-brainer’ … MAL-PRACTICE is bad, evil, malevolent and should be ILLEGAL. People who do bad things and hurt others need to be held accountable.”).
10. Exhibit p. 27.
**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER LINDA ACKERMAN**  
(BEVERLY, MA)

Too much corruption

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KATHRYN ACOSTA**  
(EATONVILLE, WA)

Taken from the FindLaw.com website: The Sixth Amendment guarantees the right to legal counsel at all significant stages of a criminal proceeding. This right is so important that there is an associated right given to people who are unable to pay for legal assistance to have counsel appointed and paid for by the government. This is an outrage and in my opinion unconstitutional.

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KEVIN ALLAN**  
(MCMINNVILLE, OR)

help us validate all 50 states https://www.facebook.com/Validate50States/?fref=nf

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER TRACEY ALLEN**  
(CREWE, UK)

This is destroying any chance of justice for normal people

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JAMES ALVAREZ**  
(SUNNYVALE, CA)

Those whom the people place their trust in, must be held accountable.

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SUSAN ANTHONY**  
(HOUSTON, TX)

I’m signing this petition because this law is grossly unjust.

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ANNASTASIA ARBUCCI**  
(AUSTRALIA)

sharing signing because this is such an important issue, an injustice to those are caught up in the legal system.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JON ASKINS  
(LAWRENCEBURG, IN)

I have kids that were taking away from there mother while I was incarcerated. When I got out I filed for custody and went to the parenting classes and other classes that I paid for that they suggested that I do. I the middle of my case [the judge] was pulled off bench and locked up. Not one person contacted me and informed of this. They also never notified me that a new judge and court date was appointed including my public defender. One day I received a phone call from the caseworker asking me why I was not in court that they granted custody to the state. When I asked why they never informed me and why didn’t they grant a continuance the caseworker told me that I got out of jail to late. The mother was granted many continuances and never showed up for court. I missed one court date due there fault and never given a chance.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER AMANDA ATKINSON  
(SACRAMENTO, CA)

I am signing because cps took my oldest three children from me because I have a learning disability. but say it was because of the way my apartment was. I don’t want this to happen to anyone else. that is just like me.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JURA AVIZIENIS  
(PORTLAND, ME)

Even though I don’t live in California, I worry this sets a dangerous precedent for other states.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BRITTANY BARBE  
(TULSA, OK)

This is completely unethical and disturbing to say the least!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARY BARNES  
(EASTON, PA)

I am sick of corruption in every form. This law promotes corruption.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MELISSA BARNETT  
(NAPA, CA)

This issue plays a significant role in Family Court Custody Proceedings as the predatory practices of lawyers in these Civil court proceedings have created a cottage industry armed with this legalized malpractice, AFCC members fan the fire during Contested Cases where children’s Safety is at risk, without regard for the constitutional
rights of litigants armed with HHS Federal Funding, Family Courts are trafficking Children without recourse. This Court Ordered Abuse violates BAR oaths, and moral and ethical practices and must be addressed. A new standard must be adopted and this issue be overturned.

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Dennis Baublitz**
(Moorefield, WV)

We’re did are rights go

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Joy Bautista**
(Manila, Philippines)

Professionals should be held accountable for their mistakes. While it is perfectly alright to err, to commit gross negligence is something that is not only deplorable but, more importantly, unethical. If the law says that lawyers can do whatever they please, then this should be shared by everyone as well. While I am form the Philippines and our Judiciary is perhaps one of the worst, I do believe that the US should be the role model for other countries to follow. If this Act alone already legalizes unethical and highly negligent acts, what is preventing other professions from not reneging on their professional vows?

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Kathryn Benson**
(Houston, TX)

Cps and the whole government in texas is corrupt

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Terrie Bethea**
(Perry, FL)

I’m signing this petition for many reasons, but the one I will list here is, I am a woman who is for fathers rights and against the mountains of corruption and abuse targeting children and fathers.

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Jerry Bierens**
(Milford, MI)

It’s time for a total review all our justice systems, not just in California, but the whole country. That’s why I’m supporting Bernie Sanders all the way.

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Becky Blanton**
(Richmond, VA)

Lawyers are generally crooks in suits.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER PAIGE BLUHDORN
(SOUTH SALEM, NY)

It’s criminal and outrageous

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DOUG BOGGS
(EMERYVILLE, CA)

[Bank X] fraudulently stole my home from me in CA. I didn’t have money for a lawyer, so when I sued them in State and Federal Court, I had to act as my own attorney, being Pro Per. After a four year battle, I proved to the court the fraud, however the court dismissed the case and silenced my court documents. I am completing my book on the subject as we speak. I am also producing a documentary that will follow the release of my book.

My question is this; If a Trustee is to be an independent third party to a Deed of Trust agreement in order to protect both parties from any harm from either party, yet they are allowed by the courts to file fraudulent paperwork on behalf of the banks during the foreclosure process, how then is it NOT fraud if the banks know this yet still offer borrowers a Deed of Trust document knowing that the Trustee is NOT independent and file fraudulent paperwork on behalf of the banks, when it is the job of the Trustee to make sure that BOTH parties are acting in accordance to the rules of law regarding the contract agreement? This complicit nature of the courts allowing the banks to file fraudulent paperwork also allow banks to foreclose on someone who doesn’t even have a loan with any lender. As soon as I showed this information to the court, the judge dismissed my case. Despite other corruption I experienced in the courts, this was the biggest. This action allows the banks to illegally foreclose on anyone, anytime, anywhere in a Deed of Trust state. There are currently 34 Deed of Trust states, and all other states are currently going through the process of going from standard mortgage agreements to Deeds of Trust. This will make it available for any bank to foreclose on any property owner at any time, anywhere.

My follow up question is then: If over 85% of all home real estate transactions have been securitized nationwide and packaged into mortgage backed securities, in order to do this the initial lender must SELL the note, so that the new Trust can go through the securitization process in accordance with the rules of the SEC, how then can the initial lender come back to the table later on down the road and foreclose on the borrower claiming they have standing to foreclose? They cannot have standing to foreclose if they sold the note to another party. Also, this means that the Trustee filed fraudulent paperwork in order to allow the courts to even THINK that the bank might have the right to foreclose.

I would enjoy the opportunity to discuss this in extreme detail with you if you need help answering my question. THIS is the basis of the foreclosure nightmare that is continuing across this nation decimating families and the economy and NO ONE is talking about this. You can find more information on this exact subject at my website: mycourthistory.com
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARY VICTORIA “VICKY” BOUNDS (HUMPHREY, AR)

April 2014 I took my grandchild for 2nd option & CP’s ripped 2 sets of twins from me although I saved my grandchild’s life cause he was dying from [a disease] … that was the beginning of Arkansas state Arkansas county corruption on THAT case

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CHARLES BRAGA (PORTSMOUTH, RI)

Our system of Justice has been perverted. We need to bring Lady Justice back in balance.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER EMILY BRANDT (FRESNO, CA)

This law is against the citizen, the client and is in the interest of money only!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CS CALKINS (DESCANSO, CA)

This happened to our 4 generation family!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CASSANDRA TODD CARRAWAY (LOS ANGELES, CA)

[XXX] has destroyed my family, home fireclosed and family business ruined because if all her bold face lies in Court and the Judges knew she was lying and allowed it to happen!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DONALD CARTER (SAN ANTONIO, TX)

This is important because people put their trust in no good lawyers, it should be criminal charges filed both lawyers, & judges that acts with gross indifference to their conduct by not follow the law correctly

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SHAWN CASEY (SACRAMENTO, CA)

Cps took my son and I’m fighting to get him back.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CHRISTINA CASTLE  
(LAKESIDE, MT)

I live in Montana, but I am having trouble here with the bias department lieing in court and getting away with it.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DORA CASTRO  
(LONG BEACH, CA)

I’m signing because an an attorney should always become trusted professional not someone who stub you in the back.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JEFFREY CHESNEY  
(GRAND BLANC, MI)

If a crime is committed, the victim must have legal recourse to correct the issue. Even a lawyer is answerable.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MICHAEL CHORMICLE  
(CATHEDRAL CITY, CA)

I had a lawyer falsely say I was served with papers and I wasn’t went to court only to have the judge not put sanctions on the lawyer who knew

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CJ  
(ASHEVILLE, NC)

Disgusting!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KATHLEEN CLARK  
(FAYETTEVILLE, NC)

End title iv funding bring our children home shut the INHUMANE system down

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER TARA COLE  
(BOSSIER CITY, LA)

I’ve been a victim of a crooked family court that cost me that parental rights of my 3 precious little boys.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DJUAN COLLINS  
(NEW YORK, NY)

I too am a victim of legalized malpractice. Court appointed attorneys have aided the cps in violating my parental rights here in Brooklyn, York.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER WILLIAM CORMIER  
(LAWRENCEVILLE, GA)

I’m tired of corrupt politicians and Attorneys.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER LAURA CORNA  
(FORT WORTH, TX)

Fraud and Racketeering is going on in the Family Courts Financially RAPING Families, DESTROYING Families all for the sake of the GREED of the Family Court System.

WE are DEMANDING criminal chages of Fraud and Racketeering against ALL those involved in Family Court Corruption, ABUSE and FRAUD.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JOHN CULLISON  
(REMOND, WA)

I’m a California native with a lot of family still in California. What happens in California greatly interests me.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BRIAN DEERING  
(HAYWARD, CA)

Children need our help and so do our families. F.A.I.R. Foundation Families Against Injust Rights.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KIMBERLY DEESE  
(GARNER, NC)

I’m a grandmother and my two grandsons were kidnapped by child protection Services.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DAWN DELucia  
(CLAURENCE CENTER, NY)

I have been screwed over by 4 lawyers and the Bar would not even help!
Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Denise Derusha
(Ash Fork, U.S. Outlying Islands)

I am a mom and I believe in justice.

Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Angel Diaz
(Lowell, MA)

Equal rights for we the people

Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Melissa Diaz
(Pine Hill, NJ)

Enough is enough of cps harassing and breaking up so many families

Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Ruby Dillon
(Newport Beach, CA)

It happened to me

Supplemental Comments of Petitioner R. Dratsch
(Fairport, NY)

Family Court Corruption is out of control.
There is no oversight or accountability.
S.S. Title IV D&E is destroying American families especially our children and our future and good loving parents.

Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Rory Dubois
(Seattle, WA)

I’m African.

Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Mike Dubose
(Austin, TX)

This is a horrid continual miscarriage of justice.

Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Pól Ó Dubhír
(Dublin, Ireland)

The present Californian situation is insane.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER HAYLEY MARLEY DUNCAN  
(GAWLER SOUTH, AUSTRALIA)

We live in a corrupt society. Lawyers. Judges. Cops. All corrupt and do wrong by innocent people.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DWIN DYKEMA  
(ROCKFORD, MI)

Because of all the people in the world: Lawyers & Judges are charged with extolling the law and not only should, but must be held accountable.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARI-LYNNE EARLS  
(SONOMA, CA)

Attorney [XXX] deceived me about the FC 4065, threatened me with sanctions if I didn’t sign an agreement that violated the rules of our children’s college trust, made two secret attempts to have her replacement sign the formal agreement, and asked to be replaced right before custody was mediated, then was elected judge in [YYY county]. an attorney who betrays duty of loyalty, in or outside of mediation is guilty of malpractice.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ERIN EDDY  
(MIAMI, FL)

I support #Peace, #Justice & Strong Institutions! Please sign and share. #SDG16 #GlobalGoals ♥

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DOREEN ELLIS  
(MOUNT KISCO, NY)

The Lawyers in New York Divorce Cases are allowed to charge fees without regulations. Clients forced to go Pro Se. Judges allow delays which means more money for the lawyers. Where is the justice in this system? The Divorce System in NY has and still is out of control. Someone has to listen to the voices of the victims and stop this injustice.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SUSAN ESTILOW  
(WEST DES MOINES, IA)

I have been fleeced by three different attorneys in legal as well as mediation processes. This needs to stop. Protect clients. End unethical practices NOW!
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER HEYAM FARRELL
(SOUTHGATE, MI)

I have a friend who has been a victim of corrupt lawyers all within the same County & Family Court System
supposed to help not be a part of a corrupt court system!!!
They all have totally destroyed everything she ever worked for 100,000.00 for a
Divorce 3 years still not Divorced??????
Lawyer drops her because he wants more money after he went through 30,0000 in
less than 6 monghts?????

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER FIGHT AGAINST LEGAL TERRORISM FALT (INDIA)

Legal Terrorism is More dangerous than any forms of Terrorism as it slowly destroyed ones life and family its a mental harassment.
Judicial accountability and Judicial Reforms are the need of the hour.
Stop Legal Terrorism on innocent and prudent families.
Lot of Courts are running and overburdened with false cases which is eating up GDP of the country.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BRANDEN FIKE
(TULSA, OK)

this perversion of the law and laws in this country to favor the rich has got to stop

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER RHONDA FLANAGAN
(AMSTERDAM, NY)

Having trouble with my own legal matters and seems things are not being handled — leaving feeling less than human.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER VANESSA FLORES
(RALLS, TX)

[Children] got taken away from [XXX and YYY]. The case workers where providing false information. And they didn’t give [XXX] a chance or let one of [their relatives] take care of them

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER HUSSEIN FLY
(NAIROBI, KENYA)

I’m signing in becouse I stand for justice
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DAMA FOEGE
(NAPLES, FL)

Truth prevails. It’s time to turn the corner, come clean, simplify and live because life is so precious.…

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER GIL FREEMAN
(AUSTELL, GA)

Attorneys shouldn’t be immune from malpractice. Allowing such creates a culture of corruption, rightly not afforded other professions.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER GEERTE FRENKEN
(NETHERLANDS)

In April 2014, [Child A (11)] was brutally deported from The Netherlands to [XXX] in [YYY] County, California despite expert evidence of abuse, molestation and neglect by him and despite the fact that he admitted to the court that he has a severe drug addiction to heroin and cocaine.

[XXX], with whom she has not lived since she was 1 year old, keeps her hostage at an undisclosed location, demanding money. He has terminated all contact since May 9th, 2015, thereby breaking all court orders.

Not only [has ZZZ] been bankrupted trying to fight this in [YYY] County Superior Court, Judge [BBB] has threatened [ZZZ] that if [ZZZ] were to pursue a custody trial she would make sure [ZZZ] would lose it, [ZZZ] would never see [Child A] again and she would seize [ZZZ’s] mother’s assets in The Netherlands (there are none!). Judge [BBB] ruled that she allows [XXX] to get away with breaking her own court orders and is not willing to investigate the matter through a 3118 child sexual abuse investigation and drug testing of [XXX]. She is not facilitating contact between [Child A] and [ZZZ] and she is not allowing [ZZZ] to know where [Child A] lives either.

How in the world could this have happened? If you really want to know the truth then check this out and plz help [Child A] … thank you and blessings to all the kids and parents who have fallen victim to the CA family court HELL. May GOD helps us asap...

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS #1 OF PETITIONER DEBBIE FULKERSON
(SONOMA, CA)

the average person gets raped financially by these court lawyers and judges

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS #2 OF PETITIONER DEBBIE FULKERSON
(SONOMA, CA)

it is happening to me
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER NIKKI FULLER
(STOCKTON, CA)

Malpractice should not be legal. It should be penalized.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARIA G
(SAN FRANCISCO, CA)

my case is still in solano county, 4 attorneys, $17k gone, i am worst of then what i was before i filed for a divorce, i should have stayed in an abuse relationship, it was what i was familiar with, just terrible! god knows, i did not see this coming!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BRIAN GALPIN
(COLORADO SPRINGS, CO)

A felon can become a lawyer. When a democracy allows non elected officials immunity for unethical behavior something is wrong. An Officer Of thr Court is not a King, Prince or Potentate. Draw the line on ethics.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER GILBERTO GONZALEZ
(SAN FRANCISCO, CA)

I knew eventually the fraud would surface. Im a victim medical malpractice, workers compensation fraud by workers compensation, social security fraud by social security. Lawyers and doctors are responsible for some of these laws. It will eventually effect you and your family, unless you help stop it. These laws need to be overturned. Please, help me before you fall victim too, the same laws that apply to me apply to you. Sign this petition and stop this legalized malpractice and fraud.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER PAMELA HAGEDORN
(CARROLL, IA)

If a party hires and pays an attorney, that attorney is legally bounded to act in the best interest of their client NOT in the best interest of himself. That is what he/she is being paid for.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER HEATHER HANNA
(TRONA, CA)

I have been dealing with the corrupt CPS case and have had both my children taken from me for things I did not do.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER GLEN HARRIS
(ORANGEVALE, CA)

I’m signing this petition because thousands of lives, innocent children and parents are being ripped from one another by a family court system that is corrupt, callous, unethical and deceptive. Child Protective Services is not protecting children. They are destroying the lives of their parents which automatically damages the future of the children. The future of our society is being greatly effected my this legal malpractice.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CINDA HAZLEWOOD
(KING GEORGE, VA)

My [husband and other relatives] were victims of legal abuse to fleece both estates through [XXX] County District Court, in [City A], Kansas.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER LESLIE HAZLEWOOD
(KING GEORGE, VA)

My wife and I are victims of fraud of the court in [XXX] County Kansas

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DANIEL HEINS
(ALBANY, NY)

I feel cheated by my lawyer 5k sold me out and lied.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DONALD HESS
(PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL)

This is leagal corruption. Since when is a lawyer not held accountable for a horrible job or collusion? This is wrong and goes against everything I stand for.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS #1 OF PETITIONER CAROL HILL
(ARNOLD, MO)

Check out the documentary The Red Pill.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS #2 OF PETITIONER CAROL HILL
(ARNOLD, MO)

This has to stop we are destroying our children. We need to start doing what is the best interest of the children. Not making the corrupt people in our judicial system richer.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS #3 OF PETITIONER CAROL HILL  
(ARNOLD, MO)  
I am signing this because the same thing is happening in Jefferson county Missouri they have done it to my family. Kids best interest need to b first.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KEITH HILL  
(HALEWOD, UK)  
The rights of the individual should be first most thought of any judicial system not the depth of the judiciary’s pockets. If a person is found guilty let it be due consideration of fact and law.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SARA HOFFMAN  
(GREER, SC)  
Attorneys should be half accountable for incompetence and misguided decisions that aren’t in the best interest of their client. For many, going into mediation with a bully is futile.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ALEAH HOLLAND  
(BROOKLYN, NY)  
Spiritual wickedness in high places. Our legal system in under the control of satan.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER STEVE HOLMES  
(SACRAMENTO, CA)  
lawyers were scummy before, Do we really want them to be worse?

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER EMILY HORN  
(SUMTER, SC)  
I am tired of the corruption in Sumter, SC family court.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SUZANNE HUNTER  
(NIPOMO, CA)  
Lawyers & politicians who r lawyers get away with way too much in this state

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CHRISTINA JACKSON  
(FORT WORTH, TX)  
This is outrageous!
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JENNY JAMES  
(PENN VALLEY, CA)  
There is much corruption and lying in settlement/mediation conferences.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DOC JAMIESON  
(LOGANHOLME DC, AUSTRALIA)  
Some Judges and lawyers are corrupt and need to removed

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MICKEY JEAN GRESHAM  
(SAN JOSE, CA)  
I am a victim of law malpractice and corruption of family court appointed crooked as he’ll bought and paid off family legal advocates in [XXX] county [city name] California by county counsel crooked judge I [name] my lawyers yeah real great lawyers not [name] and [name]. They never worked for me or my son and need to be disbarred.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SPENCER M. JIMERSON, JR.  
(SALAMANCA, NY)  
I’m signing because America is supposed to a free and “just” nation! Nothing about this contrived legalized malpractice law is JUST

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CHELTÁ JONES  
(FRUITA, CO)  
It’s the right thing to do. This has to be stopped.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JULIA JONES  
(BOSTON, MA)  
I’ve been taken advantage of attorneys in California and I know many others who have. Malpractice cannot be legal.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER FATIMA KATUMBUSI  
(RANCHO CORDOVA, CA)  
I was dupped by several California legalized malpractices.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KATHLEEN KAVANAGH  
(NEW YORK, NY)

This is outrageous! Lawyers spend 12 years in school learning the legal system. The person hiring them has zero knowledge and must trust this person with their very lives. The lawyers must be held accountable! This is the USA.!!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER GWENIVERE KELLEY  
(HUDSONFALLS, NY)


SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SYLVIA KING  
(SALT LAKE CITY, UT)

WE NEED ETHICS AND A MORAL COMPASS TO BE PART OF OUR LAW SYSTEM. STOP LEGALIZED MALPRACTICE.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CODY KISSEL  
(EVANSVILLE, IN)

I’m signing because its an act that has had horrendous outcomes brought upon by a person that a client is supposed to be able to trust by the wording in many laws stating the neutrality, unbiased, obligations attorneys are required to pursue once they have accepted a clients payment therefor they have accepted into a client/attorney contract that should not need written requirement for they act as a person in knowledge of law, but then therefor they must knowingly commit premeditated theft and knowing that you have commited a felony by stealing thousands of dollars is by no means a simple malpractice, it is a criminal act that should be deemed illegal and it should disbar any attorney caught doing the felony theft. I sign because I’m in a custody battle in Indiana and have been lied to by my attorney, have had him make “behind the curtain” deals with opposing counsel, and have had an attorney say they would help and instead keep my payment by saying it was legal fees for telling me things that I already knew in which I was the one asking him why wouldn’t several different ways to proceed in my case work since by law there was requirements that the other has failed to meet as he would simply reply that he “just don't like that idea”. Well we don’t write ideas in law books, if citizens face punishment, then so should citizens that happen to know law or are recieve a paycheck as
government employees. I have suffered, my kids have suffered, and almost 75% of the population has suffered due to the rampant misuse of power and illegal activities that get carried out daily in what was once a system of “justice”. Anyone who agrees with this “do as I say, not as I do” lawmaking is a disgust to this great nation and should be treated as some of the lowest forms of trash for they have used deception and lies to destroy what was supposed to let us know right from wrong in conflicting situations. I strongly suggest disbarment of all attorneys that practiced this illegal malpractice in all senses either it be past, present, or future. I’m a 28 year old single father that has been ruined over this corruption, so I still have a long life to preach about the illegal activity labeled as supposed justice and I refuse to be silenced spreading my knowledge about it, so I’d rather see it changed immediately and California has a chance to be the first to step up and say this needs to be stopped now. The rest of the country will follow as ones who represent greed are phased out by ones who represent truth. Remember honesty is the best policy, so why do we teach our kids that when those in power lie to earn a living? How can we trust attorneys to protect our interests when they can commit crimes if it better serves their interests instead? How can trial be fair if only one side has honest representation? How can they call themselves mediators when they are actually playing the role of an agitator? Lastly, being able to live as such speaks pages about their characters and some of the worst felons have not even stopped to the lows they have to earn a dollar. They should be disgusted and ashamed of themselves because the rest of the people sure are already feeling that towards them. Shame on the offenders and supporters of illegal malpractice.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER PATTY KNIGHT
(OKLAHOMA CITY, OK)

[XXX has] been betrayed by three attorneys, one judge, and one GAL in one case that was allowed to drag out over six years. [Child A] was given to a sexually abusive parent because of the corruption of attorneys, family courts and judges. If our children are our future don’t we owe it them to get it right.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SIMON LAIMEBURNER
(AUSTRALIA)

I face lawyers barristers and magistrates that have fabricated court documents I have evidence of them perverting the course of natural justice and supplied it to the legal service commissioner whom in turn replied with an illegal response not registered in their system, if you alter a court seal with a biro to change the dates it is seen as a very serious crime but if a lawyer barrister and magistrate get together and do it it is ok, why? they are allowed to pervert the course of natural justice this is so wrong and I shutter to think how many times they have done this before to other people whom would be blind to their high profile corruption. everybody should be under one law.. what kind of place can go forward with lawyers barristers and judges allowed to breach the written law acts and general citizen must comply or be jailed.. is this ok?

EX 17
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JEFFREY LEWIN  
(AMAZONIA, MO)
Because California family court laws suck. 
it is happening to me

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER P. LOPEZ  
(CHULA VISTA, CA)
malpractice must be illegal ALWAYS!!!!!!!!!!!!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KELVIN LORD  
(HIGH HURSTWOOD, UK)
more truth, discernment balance integrity, honour and real justice needed in all courts worldwide

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER FRANCES LOUIS  
(ROTORUA, NEW ZEALAND)
In NZ Aotearoa Children are Sacred.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DAVID LUDY  
(PHILADELPHIA, PA)
Lawyers are human trafficking children for Title 4-d false federal filing.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SEAN LYON  
(VALRICO, FL)
It might not be my state, but citizens must help each other regardless of location, situation, gender, race and/or sexual preference.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER STEVE MACK  
(LOS ANGELES, CA)
https://twitter.com/flkeysattorney/status/685557331573235712

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ROSITA MARTIN  
(BALTIMORE, MD)
America! ... Damaud Martin Matters.  
http://signon.org/sign/accountability-and-justice
Foster Care is a cesspool of sadistic perverts who access innocent children for their diabolical agendas such as medical and sexual abuse.

Accountability and Justice: END Medical Abuse and Foster Care Corruption.

.... For the BETTERMENT of humanity.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER YOURANON MASK
(ENGLAND, UNITED STATES)

It shouldn’t even happen in the first place. They cheat and steal, last time I remembered, that was illegal.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER VICKI MCC
(ACME, CANADA)

Way to take advantage of the vulnerable and emotionally distressed. *This* is what gives lawyers the slime-ball reputation they so often deserve.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER TINA MCCRAINE
(MANSFIELD, TX)

This is criminal. We must stop this abuse.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JOHN McGRATH
(MINNEAPOLIS, MN)

American Citizen’s need to wake up to the fact that Lawyer’s & Judges are directly responsible for every single injustice, income inequality, & the destruction of Democracy because they have no oversight, no checks & balances, & basically operate as an Organized Crime Syndicate.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SHARIE MEDURI
(CROZET, VA)

Dss corruption in [XXX] county va

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER GENE MICHAEL
(EAST MEADOW, NY)

This is rampant in Ny state also
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KIM MILLER  
(FLORESVILLE, TX)
This is wrong! It should be illegal everywhere. Please reconsider, I’m totally against this! It seems corrupt to me. I’m outraged to think malpractice would ever be legal. Makes no sense!!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KAT MONAGHAN  
(IONE, CA)
This is a “no-brainer” … MAL-PRACTICE is bad, evil, malevolent and should be ILLEGAL. People who do bad things and hurt others need to be held accountable.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SETH NASI  
(OSHKOSH, WI)
this is treason and against the Constitution

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KAREN NEATON  
(AUSTRALIA)
I have suffered personally at the hands of lawyers and judges that caused harm.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER YVONNE NEYLAND  
(NEW ORLEANS, LA)
Corruption in government will not be tolerated follow the Constitution which is the law of the land for you lawless. The Evil will vaporize as such.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER RUTH NICHOLS  
(ORANGE, CA)
Family Court system needs reform!!!!!!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER VERONICA NISSAN  
(BAKERSFIELD, CA)
It is my belief (education & personal experience) that due to this allowance of criminal negligence (it’s fraud & theft) that I have lost custody of my child whom I love more than any words could give merit to. I’m missing out on making meals for my child, helping him with school work, watching tv and playing games, having the opportunity to discipline him (my way which I know it’s safe) making sure he’s saying his prayers and learning how to be behave correctly in specific situations.. Most of all just having him around to hug on whenever I want, to talk to him without judgement or having some
other adult hang over my shoulder making me feel dirty, “unfit” and like a criminal. I am outraged by my current reality and if I could find an atty who would take my case on a good faith basis I would be back in court not only to recover my rights as his mother, but to protest those responsible and suing for damages in civil court. Time is of the essence as he’s 10 years old and growing. I’ve already missed his last two birthday’s, a Mother’s Day, the last two 4th of July’s, Thanksgiving Christmas 2013, and this horrible Christmas around the corner. His father wants me completely out of the picture because he decided he wanted a new wife therefore; he did just as he said from the beginning he was going to do, made her my child’s new mother and doesn’t have to pay me a “damn dime.” He was successful in his ruining my life with his smear campaign, controlling and abusive tactics, all with the help of family court which should have been on my side protecting me and my child in the first place. If they had done their job ( if correct policies and processes where in place) they would have known what kind of situation they were dealing with which would have shielded me from two more long painful years of torment even after he had already left. I also would not be homeless right now. Which the court is aware of and went ahead and erased the $9,000 he owed and cancelled my support orders all together. The court doesn’t care how hard I worked for YEARS to lose it all because my husband lied, stole and cheated after he changed his mind about the vow’s he promised to me. The court doesn’t care that they placed my son with two abusive personalities that both have a documented record of. I miss my son, I think its more than unjust verdict. I think it the worst form of cruelty and an example of inhumanity.

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner N. O’Dwyer**  
(Dublin, Ireland)

I’ve rarely heard anything as bad as this. Short of death by drone.

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Nnamdi Obi**  
(Abuja, Nigeria)

I think it’s criminal for attorneys to mess peoples lives up because without their consent or permission

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Deon ON**  
(San Antonio, TX)

TIME FOR CHANGE

**Supplemental Comments of Petitioner Johnpaul Ortega**  
(Bakersfield, CA)

This is a ridiculous, if not down right dirty!

EX 21
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER WILLIAM OVERCASH  
(OCKLAWAHA, FL)

Corruption must stop. The whole legal system has risen to control the governments and set different rules for themselves than the rest of the country.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ELIZABETH PALLETT  
(CARRUM DOWNS, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA)

It’s time lawyers and judges were made to uphold the rule of law, common law and human rights above corporate and admiralty laws. We the people demand our rights and protections returned.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DANA PARFITT  
(DRYDEN, CANADA)

Attorneys suck

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JENNIFER PARKHURST  
(MINNEAPOLIS, MN)

I have personal experience with this from a recent divorce trial. [XXX] now has primary custody of [Child YYY] with autism. He won’t accept the diagnosis. [YYY has] been the primary caretaker and the only one involved with the schools. [XXX] is an alcoholic, addicted to narcotics and is verbally/emotionally abusive. The GAL assigned to this case has previously been sued for corruption - misrepresentation of the facts, leaving out important information and and making false statements. In addition, it’s known that she has taken bribes. The system is corrupt and needs to change - especially for the well-being of innocent children.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARTHA PETERS  
(SUN CITY, CA)

I sued my attorney for malpractice after he put me under duress, forcing me to accept a settlement of only $12,000 on a loss of over $950,000. The court let him win despite an illegal clause in his representation that required me to accept “any settlement offer presented”. Such a clause takes from the client their right to accept or reject an offer. The court let him win and I have been living in my car. I lost my entire retirement funds in unsuitable margin trading the brokerage allowed me to do. I am a widow who had no prior training or experience in trading.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARYANN PETRI  
(GIRARD, PA)

I had a similar experience that happened to me right before a custody issue and it was absolutely unfair, hurtful, and bordering on the insane on the part of the attorney that was representing me at the time.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER TINA PO  
(LEVITTOWN, PA)

I have been a victim of malpractice. As a victim of Domestic Violence, I was forced to sign a contract with my legal aid attorney that forbid me from calling 911, when I was threatened by my perpetrator. Mind you he had already violated the Protective order 4 times resulting in 5 Misdemeanors that resulted in bruising of the other protect party on the PFA.

She wanted me to call HER to get it “OK’d” first.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER APRIL POLLEFEYT  
(ARLINGTON, TX)

its wrong all corruption is

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ANNIE PROCHERA  
(CARLSBAD, CA)

THE SYSTEM IS CORRUPT AND THIS NONSENSE MUST STOP

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SHARON PROUDFOOT  
(CARROLTON, OH)

Doctors work for their patients and should be held accountable for their actions!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JOE Q. PUBLIC  
(LOS GATOS, CA)

Please see our petition too — our group in California is very large and we are getting very loud!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER TINA PULS  
(RIVERSIDE, CA)

I am a victim of California’s legalized attorney malpractice. I have noticed that this has been happening since the 90’s. Complaints are not investigated. Undoing the damage
these attorney’s do is not only extremely costly but all but impossible to do. It has become very apparent there is collusion going on.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER NAT REESE  
(JACKSONVILLE, FL)  
no lawyer in the state of florida will take my case against there boss in case, david n. reese v. john f. harkness, jr., executive director, the florida bar.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BARBARA RICHARDS  
(STAFFORDSHIRE, UK)  
All these things were done to me, these criminal malpractices are being done here in the UK

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ROSE RICHMOND  
(FORT WORTH, TX)  
Lawyers are allowed to be criminal and negligent without consequences. STOP THIS

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MICHELLE RIGNEY  
(BONAIRE, GA)  
Definitely agree and have suffered through attorneys committing malpractice and going unchecked.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ALLENE ROBINSON  
(CLEMMONS, NC)  
Clients deserve protection.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SANDRA ROBINSON  
(TROY, ME)  
Everyone needs to be held accountable including lawyers

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER LAURA ROBITSCHEK  
(CLOVIS, CA)  
I work in the legal field and they are all rats.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARGARET ROMBERGER  
(ROME, NY)
A follower on Twitter asked me to sign, and I agree with the aim of the petition.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KATHERINE ROSAS  
(SALINAS, CA)
Corruption in the court public defenders not representing the best interest of [an infant] resulting in him being adopted to complete strangers this has to end along with cps RICO RICO

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER LINDA ROSCH  
(WASHINGTON, DC)
I have watched legalized malpractice work to destroy the wellbeing of a friend of mine, and it is the WORST THING IN THE WORLD TO BEHOLD. You criminal S_ITS. I guess you all are kissing the rear-parts on Monsanto.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DANIEL ROSE  
(CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA)
I once farted on my ex gf and my crook attorney sold me out

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ROBIN ROULEAU  
(AUSTIN, TX)
It’s is unacceptable where are the checks and balances of justice while this unethical behavior is tolerated?

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BETTY SCHERMERHORN  
(RICHLFIELD SPRINGS, NY)
[X’s] attorney asked [X] to with draw [X’s] custody papers so the county could have [X’s] granddaughter.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ALVIN SCHLANGEN  
(FREEPORT, MN)
This commercial excuse for law is reckless and irresponsible. Fraud and liberty do not mix.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER IAN SCHULMAN
(MIAMI, FL)

Bc malpractice of any sort is against the right of the client

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ANTHONY SHAFER
(SAINT JOHNSBURY, VT)

I’ve been affected by the unethical practices of these so-called civil servants! [XXX] who’s still practicing law in the state of Vermont! Along with bought and paid for judges!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DIANA SHARP
(OGDEN, UT)

This too was my experience with the legal representation I paid 5000 dollars to. When i confronted them and ended our contract, in obvious disgust, I stood up to leave their office, one of the lawyers said to me, “we have to work with them everyday”! Weber County, Northern Utah.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER TRINA SISK
(NORTH HIGHLANDS, CA)

THE SYSTEM IS BROKEN IT HAS BEEN SINCE THE DAY IT STARTED.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DANIELLE SMITH
(AUSTRALIA)

It's time for a change in the actual child's interest

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER LATAHRA SMITH
(KANSAS CITY, MO)

, this is well overdue

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ROB CASEY SOUZA
(MERCED, CA)

I have been the victim of judicial prejudice. Ventura County has violated my federally protected constitutional and statutory civil rights.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ANGELA SPANOS
(STOCKTON, CA)

This law must be made into BAD LAW. The Cassel decision completely bars Californians from successfully suing their attorney for malpractice committed during the course of a mediation regardless whether the attorney lied to his client, convinced the client to settle by misrepresenting the truth and or even defrauded his client. This court decision effectively gives attorneys Cart Blanche to coerce, to lie, deceive, with hold information, provide terrible advice, having lack of knowledge of the case and including cases he is not representing that affects the clients awards, basically in way that falls below the professional standards of practice in California simply because the behavior occurred during a mediation. GO to Fb “Mediation Confidentiality” to read full documents. The limited signing of this Change.org petition is a result that it is not known by the Californian constituents. The Lawyers, Mediators and State Bar have supported this thru the their representatives and lobbyists to ensure this law remains quiet and away from the public. Few Attorneys know of this as do same with Judges.

Many constituents have fallen victim to this get out of jail card free by their attorney and have no way of having their voices heard, NOT ONLY SIGN THIS but send in letters to the CLRC to hear your mishandling as most that are being submitted are from Lawyers and Mediators favoring it to remain law. And if reversed it should be retroactive to Jan 11, 2011 for all cases settled with proven malpractice.

The Honorable Judge Chin who submitted his findings for the Supreme Courts decision: “Perhaps this is what bothered Judge Chin, who said in his concurring opinion, that he “reluctantly concurred in the majority’s decision,” Justice Chin concluded by saying that he “greatly doubts that the Legislature’s purpose in mandating confidentiality was to permit attorneys to commit malpractice without accountability.’

The Honorable Judge Chin states in his concurrence, also included in the Cassel v. Supreme Court of California that, “I am not completely satisfied that the legislature has fully considered whether Attorneys should be shielded from accountability in the way. There may be better ways to balance the competing interest than simply providing that an attorney’s statements during mediation may never be disclosed. Such a provision will make it so attorneys will never be accountable for their actions. But this court can not so hold in guise of interpreting statues that contain no such provision. So the majority notes the legislature remains free to reconsider this question it may wish to do so.” Judge Chin went on to say, “Cassel will effectively shield an attorney’s action during a mediation, including advising the client, from a malpractice action even if this action is in competent or even deceptive.

Also, to lie to a client that they need them to attend a “Gentleman’s meeting to pick the brains of the defense to see if we will go forward with the court calendared mediation or trial” and instead allows the client to walk into a facade of a meeting when it was in fact a mediation. No pre Mediation documents were submitted or the client would have known it was an exited. After 8 hours the truth surfaced he was trying to sold th PI case and her WC case where most of her recovery was...and no prior awareness or notice was given to the WC attorney to attend. And when the client begged to contact the WC attoet they refusied saying this had noting to do with the WC case and the attorney did not need...
to be there. Yet the attorney settled both cases without knowledge of what the WC case held and that her WC case was not finalized....medical issues were still pending.

This law is supported by all legal entities who favor not being held accountable...and there has been no public notice of this review by the CLRC thru the media as this Law affected us all and is unlawful, those who know are in receipt of the publications of the CLRC monthly newsletters. It has been shielded from the public who will be directly affected to the point of lives lost.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ROSA SPIEGEL  
(TEMPE, AZ)

Against. Genocid

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MELISSA STRONG  
(ANGOLA, IN)

This needs to change drastically.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARK SULLIVAN  
(SALIDA, CO)

I live in Colorado, but I do a lot of business in California. I will not use California legal resources at this point. If an Attorney can betray my interests for his own or someone else, he or she is no longer a viable option. California attorneys should be in full revolt. This will effect them in the end.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CINDY SUTTON  
(BELTON, SC)

As a victim of the legal system, this is appalling and the BAR members should be jailed.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CHRISTIAN SWEENEY  
(JASPER, TX)

“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere”

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BLAKE TAYLOR  
(AUSTIN, TX)

I’ve been the victim of attorney malpractice.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DONALD TENN
(SACRAMENTO, CA)

I can not believe this is actually a true statement. The California state bar is always being scrutinized for their actions, I was in fact surprised that a member of our state legislature was actually doing so, it is time for a change in the manner in which attorneys conduct business, accountability for one’s actions is something we all must agree upon.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER J@NELLE TERRELL
(AURORA, IL)

Injustice anywhere is a threat to Justice Everywhere!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DEBORAH UEUTZEN
(SAINT CHARLES, MO)

I hope it helps.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER KATHLYN UMECHUKWU
(GOSFORD, NSW, AUSTRALIA)

I believe in truth prevailing against all deceptions.
And people in authority whom the public put their trust in for a just outcome should be above reproach

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER DEANNE UPSON
(WASHINGTON, DC)

“the Cassel case leads to an absurd result — one that allows lawyers to be sloppy, negligent and incompetent without cost to them, and even worse, to cheat their clients with impunity.”!?!?!?!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MARILYN VILLANI
(SAINT GEORGE, UT)

I am being forced to pay government taxes on Social Security I do NOT receive. Understand we just make ends meet. But I contacted our Senator Orrin Hatch, his representative said I was wrong, I had to tell him that is was law. Those letters from Social Security pretty plain they want over $3000. Some people, no big deal. To us it hurts. My husband has [a health problem], my health not so good. How can they all of a sudden decide that because some day I may get this social security, they can just tax me on it not. Where did this come from? When government starts TAKING money from you for taxes on money not received? Biggest part of corruption that there is. Lawyers?
Where do you find one that will not screw you over. We really need some help. This is really hurting us.

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER HEIDI WAHL**  
*(TACOMA, WA)*

I agree with the petition …

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER IONA WAITE**  
*(BEAVERTON, OR)*

[XXX] pour out his hart to a juge .w no results even so his children will cry hart breaking . To see him .haf / haf .this juge decided to give his children to a fornicater .ho give him a child w another man .[YYY] end up raise the baby .so much more lies .heir loyer pour out lie after lie no proof or nothing just alagation .i have see tormented children .hart breaking .she took the children to Romania . Abuse them .police temporality place the children in my son care .she took there passports and abandon them there . He got stok in Romania w the children .that a good think .....the bad think she came back finish the divorce w out him .claim the children ware obducted!!!!! The judge did not bother to ask hey give me a police report !!!!!!!am sure Romania is not a country with out low .the difference was the police felt the children’s pain ... Mom was to busy for them .....continue w heir adultery life . More lies to fabricate for the American court .w a hartles judge ..... W a skam hartles loyer ......Oooo I almost foghet [XXX] did not have a loyer did not have money for one ...she trw him in the street with nothing .parent but him a nice car to drive to help him fill better .bot this judge want him to pay about 30.000 dollars for heir loyer to help heir still his children !!!!!!!! And even this trash has no children at this time ,thanks to the Romanian hart fill sistem .theUSA court want him to pay 450 a mo child support .he is in Romania waiting for some Justus .child support piles up .to a man w no job .This is America .Men have no Rights . Ol that sed .i do know a fare judge .Thoes the best w the system .....God bless him .

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER GEORGE WATSON**  
*(KENNESAW, GA)*

The corrupt interpretation of the Law has threatened every constitutional principal in recent years. If American Democracy is to survive, we must reject the continuing growth of institutional power, and the loss of accountability to the people or the justice system.

**SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER CHRISTINE WESNER**  
*(DORCHESTER, MA)*

I’m too much of a lady to speak what I feel
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER GARY WHITESIDE  
(HUMPHREY, AR)  
I believe in the truth!!!! Corruption is solely based on lies!!! This country was founded on equality not corruption!!!!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MELISSA WHITMAN  
(BROOKFIELD, MA)  
CORRUPTION needs toooooooo endddd

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER HALIE WILKINS  
(PRINEVILLE, OR)  
I’m sick of people taking advantage of us because they think that they are above us

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER SHUUNA WILLIAMS  
(GALESBURG, IL)  
Criminals have overthrown the constitution and are occupying the judicial system designed to secure the rights of MAN.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER LEANN WILSON  
(CERES, CA)  
Stop this bill now

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER HOLLY WOOD  
(TRONA, CA)  
I am a victim of a corrupt CPS system

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER TERRY WURR  
(TIPTION, IA)  
how do you keep doctors in check? In California I’m sure have many people there who shouldn’t be doctors. This is like giving Josef Mengele a license to kill. With no reprocussions. This is insane.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER ANGELO ZEPPIERI  
(PORT HOPE, CANADA)  
Corruption and collusion must end.
SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER MOHAMMED ZULKERNAIN
(EDINBURGH, UK)

I have been hounded by social workers since 2006 and I got so fed up went to Australia only to have Scottish social workers phone Australia to get their social workers to harass me back to Scotland where they used lies and the Scottish injustice system to put my children into foster care where they are being abused under the guise of “care.”